
WhiteSource Native Integrations 
for Developers' Environments



WhiteSource for Developers was designed to make developers’ lives easier when working with open source, 
enabling them to code faster and more securely. 

Integrating into their native development environments, (browsers, IDEs, and repositories), WhiteSource 
for Developers provides developers with the information they need, when and where they need it, through 
frictionless integration. 

of development by helping developers choose better open source components, detect vulnerable and 
problematic components throughout the development lifecycle and automate key elements of the 
remediation process.
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provides developers with a snapshot of an 

Maven Central, RubyGems, and more. Details 
include known vulnerabilities, license type, 

the component is currently in use within your 
organization. 

It enables developers to choose better 

spent on tear and replace in later stages. 

 
continuously tracks repositories to identify 
vulnerable and outdated open source 

including important details and insights to 
help developers speed up remediation. 

By automating the remediation process, 
developers can save precious time and reduce 

 
improving the security of their code.

are lightweight integrations that don’t 

When a vulnerable dependency is detected, 
developers get real-time alerts within the IDE 
UI, along with practical remediation guidance. 

The IDE integrations help developers minimize 
the use of an additional application outside of 
their coding environment or wait until code 
is committed to receive alerts on vulnerable 
components. 

detect all open source components in 
developers’ repos on every commit, alert on 

the repo UI. They also allow enforcement 

actionable insights on your repository.

The integrations support all major repositories, 
and empower developers to use open source 

with detailed security and remediation 
information for simpler remediation. 



Fuse Security into Developers’ Native Environments
Alert your developers on security issues in their familiar environment, or even their browser, to boost their 
productivity while improving application security.

Gain Early Visibility to Prevent Issues
Get real-time visibility over known security vulnerabilities in your open source components as soon as you add 
them to your code, even before a commit. Review helpful security recommendations early — when they are still 
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